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Outline

• Neutron Beta Decay input to the Standard Model (SM) and Beyond 
Standard Model (BSM) Physics

• Lifetime experiments: 
• UCN storage experiments
• Measurements with Cold Neutron beams

• Angular correlations
• Beta asymmetry measurements (A)
• beta-neutrino correlation (a) 

• Conclusions
see Hitesh Rahangdale’s talk

(I started out with a much broader list of subtopics!)



Neutron Beta Decay Input to the SM 
and BSM Physics

Neutron → proton + electron + anti-neutrino

Neutron

Proton

𝐻𝐻𝛽𝛽:



Neutron Beta Decay Input to the SM 
and BSM Physics

𝐻𝐻𝛽𝛽:

d-quark → u-quark + electron + anti-neutrino(switch off strong 
Interaction)

𝐞𝐞−

�𝝊𝝊𝒆𝒆≈
𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 ≫ 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜

“contact interaction”



Fermi constant: 
W- exchange“strength”

The Standard Model for β Decay

specified by CVCVector matrix element

V-A helicity 
structure

(Precisely 
calculable)

CKM matrix: flavor mixing in SM

Axial matrix element

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹

2

Three input parameters required:

2

V A

J(quarks)
μ [=u γ −μ μ 5]γ γ Vudd + h.c.



Muon Decay

Melconian talk



Neutron Decay is focus of 
this talk

2 measurements 
required for neutron

Melconian talk, last week







EFT Model Independent Analysis
At high energy, direct W 
production possible

Assume below prod Cirigliano, 2013 
scale for new physics

F
Similar to G at low E

V = 170 GeV Contact interaction Build in appropriate 
helicity dependence+

Permits “broad-band” comparison between sensitivity of high energy
probes and beta decay, for example through the CKM unitarity test

Examples: Unitarity constraint (need V ) Λ > 11 TeV for (V,A) from β decay
ud

Λ > 7 TeV ultimately from LHCNeed τ to ~0.25 s and asymmetry to ~0.1% for
competitive extraction of V from neutron with 
the superallowed decays.

ud



EFT Model Independent Analysis
At high energy, direct W 
production possible

Assume below prod Cirigliano, 2013 
scale for new physics

F
Similar to G at low E

V = 170 GeV Contact interaction Build in appropriate 
helicity dependence+

Permits “broad-band” comparison between sensitivity of high energy
probes and beta decay, for example through the CKM unitarity test

Examples: Unitarity constraint (need V ) Λ > 11 TeV for (V,A) from β decay
ud

Λ > 7 TeV ultimately from LHCWhat are the prospects 
to achieve this?

Need τ to ~0.25 s and asymmetry to ~0.1% for
competitive extraction of V from neutron with 
the superallowed decays.

ud



The Neutron Lifetime

Special thanks to D. Salvat, C.-Y Liu, F. Wietfeldt for slides

Bottles and Beams!



From: Wietfeldt and Greene, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, p. 1173 (2011)

(quite a history!)

Challenging:
• Neutral Particle 
• Absorbed by ~ all materials
• Relatively long-lived

𝝉𝝉 = 𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖𝟖. 𝟒𝟒 ± 𝟎𝟎. 𝟓𝟓 𝒔𝒔
(PDG 2022)



Latest/most 
Sensitive Results
for all groups in 
PDG + Nagakura

Status 2022

878.4±0.5 s (S=1.8)
PDG



Lifetime measurements: two varieties

Beam lifetimes:  count neutron beta decay products

Requires precisely known:
i)  decay volume
ii)  absolute neutron density
iii) decay product detection efficiency 

Pre-2013: neutron density was dominant source of 
uncertainty

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 

Neutron
beam

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 = 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑/𝜏𝜏



Lifetime measurements: two varieties

UCN storage experiments: count neutrons 
which survive after well defined storage time ts

Actually measures total loss rate from trap…

Beam lifetimes:  count neutron beta decay products

Requires precisely known:
i)  decay volume
ii)  absolute neutron density
iii) decay product detection efficiency 

Pre-2013: neutron density was dominant source of 
uncertainty

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 

Neutron
beam

𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 + 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠
𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜

Pre-2018: losses due to collisions with material surfaces 
were dominant source of uncertainty  



Lifetime measurements: two varieties

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 

Neutron
beam

Cold neutron beams: τ = 888.0(2.0) s

UCN storage experiments in material traps:
τ = 878.4(5) s

Differ by 4σ

Historically, shown reasonable agreement,
but since 2013:



Nico As of 2013:
decay rate from 
beam experiment 
1% slower!



More Motivation: Status of the Neutron Lifetime

(expanded 𝑉𝑉𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠 error bar)

Most precise beam lifetime (BL1)

Dominated by UCN storage expts

𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝜏𝜏𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 9.6 2.1 𝑠𝑠 ~ 1%
4He abundance…

BL2 and BL3 ongoing!



Ultracold Neutron Storage Measurements

Special thanks to F. Gonzalez, C.-Y Liu, D. Salvat, F. Wietfeldt for slides

“neutron disappearance” measurements



For a neutron “wave”, coherent interaction with 
many nuclear sites makes an effective potential,  
Ueff for neutrons incident on a material surface

Reflection: EꞱ < Ueff

What is an Ultracold Neutron?

Ultracold Neutrons (UCN) are neutrons moving 
slow enough that the can be reflected for any
angle of incidence, typically EUCN < ~340 neV
(about 3 mK)

UCN can be stored for 100’s of seconds
In material and magnetic traps!



From: Wietfeldt and Greene, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, p. 1173 (2011)

Kosvintsev, JETP Lett. 31
236–40 (1980)

Early Beam Measurements



2005 Gravitrap
Most successful, small 
corrections needed

Mambo II

Losses: Extrapolation Procedures

Strategy: vary A/V to characterize wall
losses! (Kosvintsev inserts...)

Scale to collision rate 
with walls: velocity 
Groups and different A/V

Trap losses on walls set scale for corrections



Corrections for UCN storage experiments in material traps due to losses are typically large!

Serebrov’s experiment by 
far the best material
storage experiment – low 
temperature fluorinated 
polymer coating requires 
only 8s extrapolation...

The big difference:



Nico

PDG assigns
scale factor of 1.8
for scatter

(under-estimated
systematic unc…)

Latest/most 
Sensitive Results
for all groups

878.4±0.5 s (S=1.8)
PDG



Nico

PDG assigns
scale factor of 1.8
for scatter

(under-estimated
systematic unc…)

Latest/most 
Sensitive Results
for all groups

878.4±0.5 s (S=1.8)

Correction: ~5 s s

Min. Correction: ~6 s s
Correction: +0.06 s

(ambient gas scattering)

PDG



General Considerations:
• UCN storage experiments were first reported by Kosvintsev at the CM-2 reactor in Dubna

Y. Kosvintsev et al., JETP Lett. 31, p. 236, 1980
• The experiment by Serebrov in 2005 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) produced a significant shift 

in the world average for storage experiments, motivating a number of groups to re-investigate or 
constrain losses 

A. Serebrov et al., Phys.Lett.B 605, p. 72-75, 2005
• The first neutron storage experiment was performed using VCN (velocity ~ 15 m/s) in a toroidal 

storage ring at the ILL (877 ± 10 s)
U. Paul et al, Z. Phys. C 45, p. 25, 1989

• A scheme to trap UCN using an assembly of permanent magnets was reported in 2001 by Ezhov
(V. Ezhov et al, Tech. Phys. Lett. 27, 105, 2001) with a results published in 2018 (Ezhov et al., JETP 
Lett. 107, 671-675 , 2018)

• Currently, most precise is UCNτ -- have a look at this experiment!



±60 neV/T

C.-Y. Liu

UCN energies so low, they reflect from some material surfaces for any angle of incidence!

Store them in bottles!

Old idea: use repulsive 
magnetic forces to trap UCN!

Vladimirskii, Zhur. i. 
Teoret Fiz., 1960



UCN𝜏𝜏

50 cmBrem≈ 1 T

Low field-seeking states 
repelled by large fields

|B| always greater 
than 1 T at surface!

Fm Fg

(~50 neV)

Strategy: eliminate wall losses by avoiding contact with material surfaces – use 
magnetic repulsion and gravity to confine UCN!

UCN with Ek<50 neV at 
bottom are trapped!



UCN𝜏𝜏

50 cmBrem≈ 1 T

Low field-seeking states 
repelled by large fields

|B| always greater 
than 1 T at surface!

Fm Fg

1) Halbach array (B field) eliminates interaction with materials
2) Very large volume (~400 l UCN storage)
3) Asymmetrical construction to ensure rapid emptying/detection 

UCNτ Design Features

(~50 neV)



D. Salvat



The UCN𝜏𝜏 apparatus

79

D. Salvat, PRC 89, 052501 (2014)

1st measurement

In situ detector

Detector enters trap from 
top, permits studies of 
“quasi-bound” neutrons

Measures counts at several 
heights, P1, P2, etc…



In situ “Dagger” Detector
Z. Wang et al., NIMA 798, 30 (2015).

n + 10B → 7Li + 𝛼𝛼



Pairs of short-long storage times

N: UCN counts
M: Monitor counts

3
4

Run Cycle 
Run Cycle 

(Detector lowered in “steps”)



Pairs of short-long storage times

N: UCN counts
M: Monitor counts

3
5

Run Cycle 





Fit to all data (different cleaning and storage 
times) to a single exponential decay:

Short Description: works like a charm! UCN storage time greater than a month!

0.7
𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛 = 887.6 ± 0.7 Note: still must correct for 

ambient gas scattering

Useful test for quasi-bound neutrons and phase space evolution



UCNτ Progress: the 2017-2018 Data Set

Thesis:
F. Gonalez
E. Fries



UCNτ Progress: the 2017-2018 Data Set

Thesis:
F. Gonalez
E. Fries

Significant improvement – ~500l buffer volume
(impacts normalization and UCN spectral control)



The error budget 

40

from M. Cadeddu

Most precise value for 𝝉𝝉𝒏𝒏 to date!
D. Salvat



The error budget 

41

from M. Cadeddu

Losses small compared to statistical unc!
(huge step from most material traps)D. Salvat



The error budget 

42

from M. Cadeddu

D. Salvat

Key Sources of Uncertainty

Long timing “tails” for 
ZnS scintillator 
together with 
relatively high rates 
(overlapping events)

Limits from loading 
“uncleaned” UCN

MC indicates negligible 
losses due to UCN 
expected



Normal cleaning

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 signal consistent with background…
(upper bound on uncleaned UCN)

Cleaner absorbs UCN above 38 cm 
No cleaning!

Calibrate!  

Measure 
(1) P1 signal  (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢)
(2) 𝜏𝜏𝑢𝑢 -- lifetime when 

trap not cleaned

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢 signal present from 
population not cleaned!

Dagger

50 cmMeasure 
(1) P1 signal  (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐)
(2) 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 -- lifetime when 

trap cleaned

0.1

1
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330 380 430 480 530
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te

 (c
ps

)

Time (s)

Not Cleaned

Correction to 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛:

Δ𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛 = 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 − 𝜏𝜏𝑢𝑢
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢

< 0.11 𝑠𝑠

20 s unload

Position 1 Position 1

0.1

1
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100

1000
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te

 (c
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)

Time (s)

UCN hit dagger 
at P1 position



UCNτ: 2023 and beyond
• UCNτ running now complete – another data set comparable to 2021 update 

available, with a number of new systematic studies as well
• LDRD-funded upgrade of UCNτ underway with goal 0.12 s: UCNτ+ 

prototype installation planned at LANL during 2023 run cycle
with (projected) order of magnitude greater UCN densities

Some potential issues are already addressed for UCNτ+ :
(1) Rate dependent effects will be reduced using higher granularity for 

“dagger” read-out and possibly faster scintillator
(2) Higher statistics will permit corresponding improvement in statistical 

constraint for quasi-bound (not cleaned) UCN



A neutron elevator: UCNτ+

45

New Loading Mechanisms to maximize statistics
● Funded by LANL LDRD
● Anticipate ~10× counts

Shooting for < 0.15 s sensitivity!



Simulation of a cylindrical trap geometry: 
UCN Loading

Modeling: thesis R. Musedinovic



Beam Measurements

Special thanks to D. Salvat, C.-Y Liu, F. Wietfeldt for slides



From: Wietfeldt and Greene, Rev. Mod. Phys. 83, p. 1173 (2011)
First beam measurement
(Robson, Phys. Rev. 83, 349 (1951)



Nico



Lifetime measurements with cold neutron beams
State of the art as of 2005…

Assume (1) mono-energetic neutron beam (with speed v), density ρ , flux Φ = ρ v
n n n

(2) neutron detector cross section proportional to 1/v = σ v /v
th th

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 

L
d

Neutron
beamBeam area A

L
n

N neutrons
d

Thin neutron detector e.g. 3He

thin detector



Lifetime measurements with cold neutron beams
State of the art as of 2005…

Assume (1) mono-energetic neutron beam (with speed v), density ρ , flux Φ = ρ v
n n n

(2) neutron detector cross section proportional to 1/v = σ v /v
th th

True decay rate in detector:
Neutron absorption rate:

n 3He n 3He n th th
R = ΦAN L σ = ΦAN L σ v /vd n d d

N /τ = ρ AL /τ = (Φ/v)AL /τ

e- and/or p

Decay products detector
with efficiency εd

L
d

Neutron
beamBeam area A

L
n

Same 1/v dependence appears in particle detection rate and neutron rate
(in one case, we need a density, in the other it arises from the cross-section!)

thin detector

𝑒𝑒−𝑈𝑈3𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻σ𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛 ≈ 1 − 𝑁𝑁3𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏σ𝐿𝐿𝑛𝑛

𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑 neutrons

Thin neutron detector e.g. 3He
with 3He density NHe-3, efficiency ε and
length Ln &

Rd=



Lifetime measurements with cold neutron beams
Assume (1) mono-energetic neutron beam (v ) with flux Φ and density ρ

n n n
(2) neutron detector cross section proportional to 1/v = σ v /v

th th

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 
with efficiency εd

Thin neutron detector e.g. 3He
with 3He density N3He, efficiency ε and
length Ln

L
d

Neutron
beam

Neutron beam with
cross-sectional area A

L
n

Sd/εd (Φ/v)ALd

=
1
τ τ =

The flux and velocity 
factors drop out! 
(makes  high precision 
measurement possible)!

Use measured rates
to solve for τ (Φ/v)ALnσthvthSn/εn

Sd=Rd εd Sn=Rn εn

Snεd Ld

SdεnLnσthvth

Measured



Lifetime measurements with cold neutron beams

d

e- and/or p

Decay products detector 
with efficiency εd

Assume (1) mono-energetic neutron beam (v ) with flux Φ and density ρ
n n n

(2) neutron detector cross section proportional to 1/v = σ v /v
th th

Neutron
beamBeam area A

S
d

ε (Φ/v)AL σ v
d n th th

ε (Φ/v)AL
n d=

1
τS

n

So...with knowledge of absolute efficiencies, the length of the decay and
neutron detection regions, and the neutron absorption cross-section, you
can determine the neutron beta decay lifetime!

τ =
Snεd Ld

SdεnLnσthvth



The most precise beam experiment is at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

• Cold neutron beam, collimated to 2 mm

• A quasi-penning trap electrostatically traps beta-decay protons. When the door 
electrodes are set to ground, the protons are guided by a B field to an external 
detector (surface barrier Si detector).

• Neutron monitor measures the incident neutron flux by counting n+6Li→ 3He +

39

α



𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷𝜖𝜖𝐷𝐷

Vary trap length to 
characterize edge 
effects



Systematic Effects for the NIST Beam Lifetime (BL) Experiments

Information provided by N. Fomin

⟶0.5
⟶0.9

⟶ 2.3

BL0 BL1 Use absolute alpha 
counting to calibrate 
efficiency for a thick 
absorber monitoring 
gamma decays!



0.5

Systematic Effects for the NIST Beam Lifetime (BL) Experiments

BL2: on-going data-taking; expect to finish in 2023.

Information provided by N. Fomin

2.3

0.9
0.5

2013



A recent concern: proton lifetime in trap!

Protons lost from trap due to charge exchange or scattering 
would reduce proton yield and increase effective lifetime 
(discussion at Solvay workshop  “Beta-Decay Weak 
Interaction Studies in the Era of the LHC” in 2014)

Byrne and Worcester, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 46, 
085001 (2019)

A. Serebrov et al., Phys. Rev. D 103, 074010 (2021)

Almost all data taken with 10 ms trapping time for BL1
(no correction in BL1)

Losses quantified in BL2
(need for significant correction not clear yet)

BL2 – providing new insight and assessment of NIST experiment





BL3: Bigger!
• Increased neutron beam diameter

7 mm → 35 mm

• Uniformity requirements:
ΔB/B <10-3 (in proton trap)

• 50x increase in trapping volume



New Quasi-PenningTrap

• 50x increase in trapping

•

•

volume
UHV compatible 
materials
Ultra-low expansion 
fused silica

• High flux combined 
with increased volume
→ statistics 
accumulate quickly

Scheduled to begin data-taking in ~2026, sensitivity goal 0.3 s!

(also better “pumping”)



Lifetime Prospects
Next 5 years plans include:
• UCN storage measurements

(1) UCNτ (magnetic trapping): running complete, with 2020-2022 data set to analyze
(2) UCN𝝉𝝉+ (magnetic trapping): target precision 0.12 s
(3) TauSpect (magnetic trapping): commissioning this year at PSI, with target precision 

0.3 s <Spokesperson D. Ries>
(4) PeNELOPE (magnetic trapping): commissioning planned at ILL within a few years, 

with target precision 0.1 s <Spokesperson R. Picker>
• Beam measurements

(1) BL2 (clarifying some sources of systematic uncertainty for BL1) and 
BL3 starting in 2026, with target precision 0.3 s

(2) J-PARC pulsed beam experiment (TPC) at J-PARC, ongoing, with target precision 1 s 
<Spokesperson K. Mishima>

• UCNProbe: <Spokesperson Z. Tang> branching ratio for beta decay to roughly 1 s level

Inactive? (Need update for 
Serebrov, Ezhov and HOPE)

Prospects not clear (to me) for satellite-based measurements



Lifetime Prospects
In next 5 years plans include:
• UCN storage measurements

(1) UCNτ (magnetic trapping): running complete, with 2020-2022 data set to analyze
(2) UCN𝝉𝝉+ (magnetic trapping): target precision 0.12 s
(3) TauSpect (magnetic trapping): commissioning this year at PSI, with target precision 

0.3 s <Spokesperson D. Ries>
(4) PeNELOPE (magnetic trapping): commissioning planned at ILL within a few years, 

with target precision 0.1 s <Spokesperson R. Picker>
• Beam measurements

(1) BL2 (clarifying some sources of systematic uncertainty for BL1) and 
BL3 starting in 2026, with target precision 0.3 s

(2) J-PARC pulsed beam experiment (TPC) at J-PARC, ongoing, with target precision 1 s 
<Spokesperson K. Mishima>

• UCNProbe: <Spokesperson Z. Tang> branching ratio for beta decay to roughly 1 s level

Inactive? (Need update for 
Serebrov, Ezhov and HOPE)

Prospects not clear (to me) for satellite-based measurements

A LOT of Activity



Angular Correlation Measurements:
Beta Asymmetry

Thanks to B. Maerkisch for slides



Latest/most 
Sensitive Results
for all groups

Type equation here.

𝜆𝜆 = −1.2754 13 , 𝑆𝑆 = 2.6

PDG 2023



P

What is the Beta Asymmetry?

The directional angular correlation between 
emitted beta momentum and the neutron spin

(ρ is the mixing ratio MGT/MF
& Jf=Ji)

PDG for neutron:  Ao=-0.11958(21), S (1.2) 𝛿𝛿𝜆𝜆
𝜆𝜆 ≈ 0.25

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
𝛿𝛿



Systematic 
uncertainties
drive limits in 
most cases!



Latest/most 
Sensitive Results
for all groups

Recent measurements of 
A(E) for neutron agree, with 
most precise PERKEO III

λ = −𝑃.2757(5), S=1.2

Using only beta asym:



(The most sensitive angular 
correlation expt for neutrons)

(4𝜋𝜋 solid angle collection)



3He spin analyzer in 
beamstop position

(Beam Polarization)







λ = −1.27641(56), 
Δλ/λ = 4.4 × 10 −4

B. Markisch et al., Phys. Rev. Lett 
122, 242501 (2019)



Detector Effects

Polarization
Magnetic Mirror

Important Sources of 
Systematic Uncertainty





(field magnitude decreases away from center)









The next generation: 
PERC (Proton Electron Radiation Channel) at 
MLZ / FRM II, Garching

Goal:  Order of magnitude improvement. 
New observables.

Priority Programme SPP1491 of the 
German Research Foundation (DFG)



PERC (Proton Electron Radiation channel) Facility at MLZ

Bastian Märkisch (TUM) | PSI 2022 | Decay correlations with PERKEO III and PERC | 20.10.2022 81

B0 = 0.5 – 1.5 T B1 = 3 – 6 T

• (pulsed, polarised) cold neutron beam (6x6cm²)
• 8m long non-depolarising neutron guide as active volume, B0 ~ 1.5T

• Magnetic filter (B𝑃 = 3 - 6T) to enhance systematics �𝐵𝐵1
𝐵𝐵0 = 2 … 12

separates e/p from neutrons, contains neutron beam stop,
limits max. angle of electrons / protons

• Source of electrons and protons to user-spectrometers: 
Observables:  A, B, C, b, a

Secondary
spectrometer
(User)

Magnetic filter

B2 up to 1 T

Active volume – 8m !

Mechanical 
Chopper

e,p-beam 
stop

D. Dubbers et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 596, 238 (2008) and arXiv:0709.4440
X. Wang, C. Ziener et al. (PERC Collaboration), EPJ Web Conf. 219, 04007 (2019)

Detector region

Raw decay rate ~ ~30 kHz/m…



Bastian Märkisch (TUM) | PSI 2022 | Decay correlations with PERKEO III and PERC | 20.10.2022

Observables and Statistics

Unpolarised neutrons
Correlation a ∆a  ~ 5 ∙ 10-3

from proton spectrum
Fierz coefficient b ∆b  ~ 1 ∙ 10-3 

from electron spectrum or
β-asymmetry

82

Time for 109 events
• 5 hours (unpolarised)
• 1 day polarised 98%
• 2 days polarised 99.7%
• ×25 for pulsed mode

Polarised neutrons
β-asymmetry A   ∆A   ~ 5 ∙ 10-4

Proton asymmetry C ∆C   ~ 3 ∙ 10-4

Neutrino asymmetry B ∆B   ~ 1 ∙ 10-3

Weak magnetism fWM > 3 σ 
from β-asymmetry or
polarised spectra

Electron

Proton

Neutrino

Neutron Spin
A

B

C

ϑ

a

Focus on non-coincident measurements due to high count rates:



Bastian Märkisch (TUM) | PSI 2022 | Decay correlations with PERKEO III and PERC | 20.10.2022

Observables and Statistics

Unpolarised neutrons
Correlation a ∆a  ~ 5 ∙ 10-3

from proton spectrum
Fierz coefficient b ∆b  ~ 1 ∙ 10-3 

from electron spectrum or
β-asymmetry

83

Time for 109 events
• 5 hours (unpolarised)
• 1 day polarised 98%
• 2 days polarised 99.7%
• ×25 for pulsed mode

Polarised neutrons
β-asymmetry A   ∆A   ~ 5 ∙ 10-4

Proton asymmetry C ∆C   ~ 3 ∙ 10-4

Neutrino asymmetry B ∆B   ~ 1 ∙ 10-3

Weak magnetism fWM > 3 σ 
from β-asymmetry or
polarised spectra

Electron

Proton

Neutrino

Neutron Spin
A

B

C

ϑ

a

Focus on non-coincident measurements due to high count rates:
Δ𝜆𝜆
𝜆𝜆

~1.25 × 10−4



Systematic Error Budget   (must improve over PERKEO III!)

84

Source of error Correction Error Comment
Non-uniform n-flux Φ 2.5 × 10-4 5 × 10-5 For ∆Φ/Φ=10% over 1cm width
Other edge effects on e/p-window 4 × 10-4 1 × 10-4 For max. gyration radius = worst 

case
Magn. mirror effect for cont’s n-
beam 
Magn. mirror effect for pulsed n-beam

2 × 10-2

5 × 10-5
4 × 10-4

< 10-5 For ∆B/B=10% over 7m length

Non-adiabatic e/p-transport 5 × 10-5 5 × 10-5

Background from n-guide 2 × 10-3 1 × 10-4 is separately measurable
Background from n-beam stop 2 × 10-4 1 × 10-5 is separately measurable
Backscattering off e/p-beam dump 5 × 10-5 1 × 10-5

Backscattering off e/p-window 2 × 10-5 1 × 10-5

Backscattering off organic 
scintillator
... with active e/p-beam dump

2 × 10-3

-
4 × 10-4

1 × 10-4
worst case
worst case

Neutron polarisation 3 × 10-3 1 × 10-4 C. Klauser, T. Soldner et al.
A. Petoukhov et al.

Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 596 (2008) 238 and arXiv:0709.4440

Note: not every error source contributes to all measurements
All errors O(10-4) or smaller

Concern over 
detector-related 
effects driving 
development of Si 
dets…(will get back 
to this)

R&D solutions 
exist for most 
issues…



Angular Correlation Measurements:
Beta-neutrino angular correlation

a

The angular correlation between the emitted beta 
momentum and the neutrino momentum 

Subject of Hitesh’s talk!

Similar sensitivity to λ as the beta asymmetry



Latest/most 
Sensitive 
Results
for all groups

Note: although not as precise, 
one recent measurement of a 
is impacting scatter for λ

To properly address, 
develop a more sensitive 
measurement of a…



Nab
Measure momentum of protons through time of flight, 
then use conservation of momentum to relate to aβν 

p

Thin dead-layer, segmented Si detectors record 
electron “start” in either detector, proton “stop” 
in upper detector

Magnetic field “pinch”, long, low field TOF 
region optimize sensitivity to TOF



Nab

Uncertainty target: 0.15%

Δ𝜆𝜆
𝜆𝜆

~0.04%

Significant input
To global data set!



Angular Correlation Prospects

Next 5 years plans include:
Beta asymmetry measurements

(1) Perc: should start operation, with target precision for λ of 0.013%
significant R&D may still be required (schedule still a bit uncertain)

Beta-neutrino correlation measurements
(1) Nab, nominally complete in 2025, target precision of 0.04% 

Note: Nab can also potentially resolve the current tension in the beta-neutrino correlation data (or substantiate it!)
Nab also has a significantly different experimental approach to the beta asymmetry measurements, ensuring

different systematic uncertainty budget



Angular Correlation Prospects

Next 5 years plans include:
Beta asymmetry measurements

(1) Perc: should start operation, with target precision for λ of 0.013%
significant R&D may still be required (schedule still a bit uncertain)

Beta-neutrino correlation measurements
(1) Nab, nominally complete in 2025, target precision of 0.04% 

Note: Nab can also potentially resolve the current tension in the beta-neutrino correlation data (or substantiate it!)
Nab also has a significantly different experimental approach to the beta asymmetry measurements, ensuring

different systematic uncertainty budget

Not quite the same situation as the lifetime!  The scatter in the current data set is larger, 
the number of potentially contributing experiments is smaller, and the timeline less certain 

Some possibilities might be…



pNab
Upgrade of Nab to perform measurements of polarized angular correlations

• Measurements of several angular 
correlations possible

• Systematic uncertainties 
controllable through super-ratios

• Simultaneous measurement of 
beta and proton asymmetries can 
sensitivity to the absolute 
polarization (tricky though) 

Target uncertainty:  Aβ, Bν : 0.1%  &  𝜆𝜆 : 0.025%

Follow up to Nab: 
i) Requires implementation of supermirror  polarizer,
high efficiency spin-flipper and 3He analyzer
ii) Requires beam-time after Nab

Supermirror
Polarizer

Spin-flipper

3He spin analyzer

UCNA+ :an upgrade of UCNA could reach Aβ,< 0.2%, building on the already successful experiment



Conclusions

• UCNτ+ and BL2/BL3 are on track to anchor a global data set for the neutron
lifetime at an appropriate sensitivity to compete with the superallowed decays

• The Perc beta asymmetry experiment and Nab can potentially provide the 
needed precision for the axial coupling constant, but the existing scatter in the 
global data set for the axial coupling constant is larger than for the lifetime,
and the number of potentially contributing experiments less – certainly 
making room for ideas that can push the field forward. 

• The current neutron beta decay research program has the potential, in any 
case, to provide powerful input to our understanding of the Cabibbo Anomaly, 
and add constraints to a number of BSM scenarios as well.
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